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U are
One of those who can't keep your ass in a seat
Although
U dance to every other rhythm but the beat
I think
It's hard enough for us to keep focused on our side
Step back
Don't take it personal just take care of your own ride

'Cause we can't stand another one of you
You don't need to tell us what to do
Try to split a tight fist in two and you'll see

Funk you
For all the days that you didn't see us workin hard
Funk you
For smiling at us without meaning it from the heart
Funk you
For crying around on tv sceamin' they threw me out
Funk you
We won't give up cause
We don't give a funk!

Now it's
Just about that time we make things clear
'Cause we've
Been around and had more than a one hit wonder year
Just to
Make sure u'll keep your eyes wide open 'cause there's
still much more to come
We'll be
Your worst nightmare if you don't let us finish till we're
done

'Cause we can't stand another one of you
You don't need to tell us what to do
Try to split a tight fist in two and you'll see

Funk you
For all the days that you didn't see us workin' hard
Funk you
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For smiling at us without meaning it from the heart
Funk you
For crying around on tv sceamin' they threw me out
Funk you
We won't give up'cause
We don't give a funk!

Straight in yo face
Yeah the funk gonna hit so
Related beats daddy danced in the disco
You know that i know we do so i general
Bringin on funk, so funk you
Ain't yo show just let go
Cool down ya temper fool
Chill is what you need to
Please never let nicknames imma give you
Yeah been blessed with tunes that we bringin you
This time we gonna break out listen up funk you

'Cause we can't stand another one of you
You don't need to tell us what to do
Try to split a tight fist in two and you'll see

Funk you
For all the days that you didn't see us workin' hard
Funk you
For smiling at us without meaning it from the heart
Funk you
For crying around on tv sceamin' they threw me out
Funk you
We won't give up'cause
We don't give a funk!

Funk you
For all the days that you didn't see us workin' hard
Funk you
For smiling at us without meaning it from the heart
Funk you
For crying around on tv sceamin' they threw me out
Funk you
We won't give up'cause
We don't give a funk!Bro'Sis Lyrics Index
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